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Correspondence Address: To be able to personalize each party with the person or pet the 
Barbara Ann L. Brown party is for customizing a photographic image of them on 
541 Jack Bridges Rd., P.O. Box 163 their party package which will be done on photo paper then 
Gaston, NC 28086 (US) placed on the party package with either a one sided or two 

sided adhesive. This will be done on paper and or plastic 
(21) Appl. No.: 11/980,267 products consisting of party hats, cups, blowers etc. Extra 

thick photo paper for the placemat and then laminated, all 
(22) Filed: Dec. 31, 2007 these party packages will consist of a special design, for that 

O O particular occasion or holiday. The words (“Happy Birth 
Publication Classification day'), Congratulations, Happy New Year, etc. will be placed 

(51) Int. Cl. on the bottom of the place-mat and if wanted by the person a 
B65D 85/00 (2006.01) name and date. 

Personalized Disposable Cups 
in a variety of sizes 
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Personalized Disposable Cups { 
in a variety of sizes Personalized Party Blower 

Fig 1. Fig. 2 

Personalized Placemats 

Fig. 4 

Personalized Party Hat 
Fig. 3 
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Personalized Table Cloth 
Fig. 5 

Personalized Napkins 
in a variety of sizes 

Fig.6 PersOnalized Plate 
Fig. 7 

Personalized Bag 
Fig. 8 
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PERSONALIZED PARTY PACKAGES 

0001 FIG. 1: Personalized Disposable cup in a variety of 
sizes a good gift and great for parties. 
0002 FIG. 2: Personalized Party Blowers are very good 
for children's parties they will love to have a party blower 
with their photograph or illustrated images attached to them. 
0003 FIG.3: Personalized Party Hat is great for children's 
parties as well, they can be saved and when they grow up they 
will be able to remember that special party with all your 
friends having one. 
0004 FIG. 4: Personalized Place-mat will be a 11"x 17" 
and will have a photographic or illustrated image printed on, 
and with a very unique design for each occasion. (specific 
headline text, such as “Happy Birthday” or “Baby Shower”). 
0005 FIG. 5: Personalized Table-cloth will be to decorate 
your party table, great for a wedding parties with the Bride 
and Groom's table all dressed with a photographic image of 
them put on the corners of the table-cloth. 
0006 FIG. 6: Personalized Napkins will be a great gift 
because everyone will be given two napkins one for using and 
the other to take home as a souvenir. 
0007 FIG. 7: Personalized Plate is a plastic plate with 
your personalized image with an occasion specific design. 
This will be exciting to be eating from a party setting with 
your image around the table. This image is on the bottom of 
the plate with a clear adhesive. 
0008 FIG. 8: Personalized Party Bag is the best gift of all 
these bags have a photographic image with a special design 
for the occasion, with handles. After the party is over these 
gifts will go home with you as Souvenirs. 
0009 Personalized Party Packages: These packages can 
be used for the many different occasions and for baby showers 
each mom will be able to show Her child when it’s growing up 
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place-mats and pieces of the package of her Having a baby 
shower before delivering, then some mom's might wait until 
After the baby is born to have the baby shower holding her 
new born. If Something were to happen to the mom or child 
this would be a very good Memorial gift for them. 
00.10 Everyone will want this for a retirement party 
because leaving a job and all Of your co-workers this will be 
a great gift because they may never see you Again or you 
might even move away after retirement. 
0011. The Place-mats will be beautiful as a table setting of 
whom ever's photo is Placed in it. Everytime you pass the 
table or sit at the table there's your Loved one sitting there 
with you. This is a specialty for your Pet to be able To have 
your Pet Place-mat setting at the table or you could even have 
them Put up on the wall with a special occasion background. 
You won’t have to Put these beautiful place-mats away and if 
you want you could carry the Party bags to work with your 
lunch in it, that way your Pet could be there on Your work area 
or desk with you. 
0012 Weddings would be a blast if everyone in the wed 
ding party was given this Party Package of the bride and 
groom as a gift it would also be a beautiful Setting for the 
main table. For the bride and groom and the parents, grand 
Parents, children and everyone in the wedding, this special 
table setting with A photographic image of the bride and 
groom it would be beautiful, and a Wonderful gift. 
0013 All of the Occasions including Holidays will have a 
special design for that occasion sizes will vary depending on 
the party and size. 

1. I claim the ornamental of what my patent is about. For 
the use of my Personalized Party Package including, Party 
hats, party blowers, party cups, place-mats, table-Cloths, 
party plates, party bags and napkins. 
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